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The Regional Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services for
the Americas. Summary for policymakers
Informe “México próspero, equitativo e incluyente. Construyendo futuros”
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Bottom trawl ﬁshing footprints on the world’s continental shelves
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High-res data offer most detailed look yet at trawl ﬁshing footprint around the
world
Quarter of world’s seafood caught using destructive bottom-trawling
responsible for habitat loss

World Ocean Radio
is a weekly series of ﬁve-minute
audio essays on a wide range of
ocean issues from science and
education to advocacy and
exemplary projects, presented by
host Peter Neill. Available for RSS
feed and for broadcast by college
and community radio stations
worldwide. Find us wherever you
listen to your favorite podcasts.

This week's audio episode of World
Ocean Radio is now available
at worldoceanobservatory.org/wor/oc
ean-literacy-ocean-largelyunexplored. The blog post can be
read at Medium.com/@TheW2O.
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Rosenstiel School of
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PhD and MS Opportunities at the
University of Miami's Rosenstiel
School can be found
here: https://www.graduate.rsmas.mi
ami.edu/admissions/phdassistanships/index.html

Join global leaders, specialists,
and practitioners in applied
resilience measurement,
evaluation and learning in New
Orleans, November 12-15th, 2018!
How are we Measuring up to the
Resilience Challenge? The ﬁrst-ever
conference of the Resilience
Measurement, Evidence and
Learning Community of
Practice (CoP), with its sponsors and
partners, will bring together RMEL
innovators and experts from across
disciplines, sectors and geographies;
their common passion is generating
robust knowledge which enables
society to invest in paths to a
resilient future for all.

Ocean Newsletter No.436(Oct.5,
2018)
https://www.spf.org/opri/projects/infor
mation/newsletter/backnumber/2018/
436_1.html
It is our sincere hope that the Papers
will provide useful insights on
policy debate in Japan and help to
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Capital Bulletin
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Sunday, 7 October 2018
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fosterPast
global
policy dialogue on
Issues
various ocean issues.

The Australian Marine
Biodiversity Hub released
an online survey to gauge
current patterns in users’
perceptions and
awareness of various
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1st International Conference
on Maritime Transport
10 - 12 september 2019.
Rome Italy

marine sampling gears.
Results from this
questionnaire are now
captured in the ﬁnal
project report, which is
freely available online at:
https://www.nespmarine.e
du.au/document/compara
tive-assessment-pelagicsampling-methods-usedmarine-monitoring
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